
This is Zecky. She lives on Planet Techy, where
science and technology are planetary passions.    

Zecky loves conducting
science experiments
and inventing things. 

One day, while Zecky was fiddling with her latest invention, 

the device picked up a hostile signal 
headed straight for Planet Techy!

Zecky quickly traced the signal. It was coming from...

Planet Gloop! 

“What are the Gloopiens doing so far from home  ”
she wondered. She had a feeling that
something wasn’t right. 

“I need to do research,” she said
to herself. “And there’s

only one place
to go!”

In her underground laboratory, Zecky turned on her infiniTab
and searched for Gloopien-related news.  

She found
an article
on Gloop’s recent

weather
troubles
and began
reading quickly.     

Instructions:
1. Pop the pages out along the perforated lines.
2. Join the pages together to form a long chain.
3. Join the back of A with the back of page 2.
4. Fold the pages along the coloured lines: make a valley fold for the 

blue lines and a mountain fold for the red lines.
5. Join the back of page 17 and the back of B to complete your mini book.

Glue to the 
back of 
page 7!

Scan here for 
visual instructions!

Glue to the 
back of 
page 12!

Back in the lab, Zecky and the Gloopien tinkered and
toiled, all day and all night.  

Finally, after many rounds of trial
and error, they finished their 
inventions: two pairs of

super spectacles. 

“The meteor storms have buried everything on
our planet,” he said sadly. “Can you do anything  ”  

Zecky beamed. “Of course!

I have an idea.
Come with me and we
can work on it together.”

The Gloopien looked at her in disbelief,
then seemed to deflate.
 

The Gloopien turned his antennae towards her.

“I think I know why you’re here. Let me help you.” 

“M-Mr Gloopien!” Zecky
called out, waving her arms
to get his attention.

“Hey, Mr Gloopien,
over here!”    

Above ground, a ferocious Gloopien
was terrorising Planet Techy! 

Zecky felt torn. She wanted Planet Techy to be safe,
but she also understood that the Gloopiens needed help.   

“Maybe... Planet
Techy  and
Planet Gloop
can  work
together!”
she thought.
Zecky scrambled
for the tunnels.

 

Zecky switched out her old pair of glasses for the
super-spectacles and pressed a button on the rim.  

“Now you’ll be able to see through
the  layers of debris. You can
find everything that was buried
by the meteor storm!”
  

“I can't wait to teach everyone back
home how to make and use this. Thank you, Zecky!”
The Gloopien hugged her.

“Come visit Planet Gloop when the storms are gone!

We’ll show you our Gloopien inventions!”  

After watching the Gloopien zoom off into space,

Zecky found the citizens of Planet Techy
crowded around her. 

“Did you really invent that pair of super-
spectacles  ” someone asked.
“Will you teach us how to make it  ”
someone else called out. 

“Of course I’ll teach you,” Zecky said proudly. “I’m

going to put all my findings in a book. After all,
knowledge is for sharing!” Zecky looked
down to see an eager little Techian tugging on her arm.    

“Zecky, can my Key-O-Matic designs be included in
your book of inventions too  ” 

“I would love that! Maybe we can invite everyone else
to share their ideas!”

Zecky was thrilled. Her mind was whirling. Who knows

what other inventions await
to be discovered? 

Scan to access the other 
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Assemble your own mini book!

“So that’s why they’re here.

They need our technology!” 
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